
TUDOR 
REVIVAL

 Mobile, 
Alabama

This Photo Even though 
this home's layout was kept 
mostly intact, renovator 
Danny Lipford took the  
project down to the studs 
and introduced fresh style.
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New Episode
The revival of an American classic  
yields dramatic results.
by Paula Marshall   phOTOgRAphy by JOhN BEsslEr   pRODUcED by JOsEPh BOEhM, laCEY hOWarD, aND MOllY rEID sINNEtt
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They Had
A front door that, like 
those in many older 
homes, awkwardly 
opened into the living 
room.

They Got
An entry with a welcome 
table and a screen 
made of hinged panels 
that helps define and 
separate the spaces.

What ...
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LL
Like a director casting a leading role, Danny Lipford, builder and TV show 
host, took a critical eye to the Tudor-style house in an upscale Mobile,  
Alabama, neighborhood. The house would be the central “character,” in a 
TV series. “I wanted a home everyone in America could relate to,” Lipford 
says. And, as a father of three with more than 30 years of home-renovation 
experience, he knew the house would function well for a modern family. 

So a star was born. Lipford bought the unoccupied house in 2008 and 
began planning; he titled the TV series The Kuppersmith Project in honor 
of the second and long-time owners (the house had had only two sets of 
owners since it was built in 1926). Work on the house began in 2010.

Right A narrow table is a 
graceful drop zone. Mirrored   
panels on the folding screen in 
the entry reflect light from the 
windows. Below The exterior's 
original Tudor styling was 
refreshed. The addition on the 
right matches the architecture 
perfectly.  Bottom Built-in 
cabinetry in the entry has both 
display and storage space. 
Opposite A comfortable side 
chair services the desk but 
easily serves as seating for the 
conversation group, too.
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“Renovating a home for modern living isn’t salvaging  
everything for museum-level authenticity. The goal is  
twofold: character and livability.” builder danny lipford
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The home’s genteel past served it well. “In the 1920s and 1930s, 
local timber companies were thriving. Good wood was readily available. 
You never have to worry that a house from that era was built cheaply,”  
Lipford says. 

And few owners meant few renovating mistakes. “We didn’t have a lot to 
undo. And the original floor plan was intact,” Lipford says. Still, the house 
had been neglected in recent years, and the hot, humid climate had taken 
a toll. “It had no insulation and only a couple of window air-conditioners,” 
he says. Uncontrolled humidity led to rot and mold. Then the house sat on 
the market unoccupied for about two years, adding to the deterioration.

Lipford would have liked to salvage more, but a to-the-studs demolition 
was necessary and cost-effective. Discovery of lead paint as well as mold 
meant the walls had to go. Repairing rotted windows would have taken an 
unjustifiable amount of time and effort. Much of the interior trim had been 
severely damaged, but Lipford's crew of carpenters was able to replicate it.

Right Slipcovers on the side 
chairs create a relaxed feel  
in the dining room. Below 
Designer Joseph Boehm gave 
the stairway a glam look 
with surprising animal prints 
and a touch-of-bling gold 
side table. Opposite To keep 
the small dining room from 
feeling crowded, an open, 
tiered  unit was chosen for 
china storage. 
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The new, large kitchen has plenty of storage so 
only a few upper cabinets were needed, giving 
the room a more open feel. The long island was 
designed to accommodate food prep and casual 
dining as well as kids doing homework.
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They Had
A small galley kitchen 
that was completely 
outdated and closed  
off from the rest of  
the house.

They Got
A modern kitchen that's 
the hub of the home.  
The all-new space, from 
flooring to lighting, is 
beautiful and functional.

What ...
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Voice of Experience
Don’t confine yourself to a single color for 
kitchen cabinets. Here, white and brown 
mix to create contrast and depth and to 
provide a color base for other design choices 
in the room such as window treatments, 
backsplash tiles, countertops,and 
accessories. Choosing a dark finish for the 
island helps define it and will hide scuff 
marks from shoes that will undoubtedly 
bump it when counter stools are in use.    

The home’s layout was good, but not suited to modern life. “Rooms 
used to have specific purposes: A dining room was for eating, and a door 
separated it from the kitchen, for example,” says Pete Vallas, architect on 
the project. “Today, we use rooms for everything, so the house had to be 
opened up.” 

Adding almost 1,300 square feet and expanding doorways created an 
open, flowing plan. In the new space, an enlarged kitchen and a new fam-
ily room and master suite wrap around the covered back porch. At just 
over 3,000 square feet, the remodeled house is still modest in size but feels 
much larger. “Kitchens determine how large a house feels, and this one is 
generously sized so the whole house feels bigger,” Lipford says.  

For the interiors, a design team led by Better Homes and Gardens® senior 
interior designer Joseph Boehm created a look of casual elegance. Boehm 
chose the light watery green color reminiscent of nearby Mobile Bay for the 
living room. “This cool, relaxing color sets the tone,” Boehm says. The color 
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They Had
A dilapidated screen 
porch tacked on the 
side of the house. It was 
accessible only from the  
central hall and kitchen.

They Got
A new porch along the 
back of the house that 
has lighting, audio,  
a ceiling fan, and access  
to multiple living spaces.

What ...

This Photo enclosed on three sides, the new porch 
folds into the new portions of the home. fabrics 
here complement the adjacent family room to 
visually connect the two spaces. Opposite Left  
basket labels help keep the busy kitchen organized. 
download your own at BHG.com/renstylelabels.  
Opposite Center  indoor-outdoor fabrics are 
attractive while resisting everyday spills and dirt. 
Opposite Below built to look like fine furniture, the 
pantry cabinetry also includes a breakfast station.
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shifts through the day, and those shifts show up in other rooms: an invigorat-
ing green for the kitchen and family room, a soothing blue in the master suite, 
and a delightful lavender in the hall and stairway space. Fabrics follow the 
same path, from subdued hues in the living room and master suite to bolder 
colors and prints in the family room, plus glam wallpaper in the main hall.

Furniture is mostly from the Better Homes and Gardens Collection® 
from Universal Furniture. Boehm chose pieces from several lines to cus-
tomize the look: the dining room table and chairs are from three different 
lines but share classic features that accent the home’s casual Southern feel. 
“I didn’t want the house to look like a showroom, and I wanted people to 
see how easy it is to mix and match,” he says. 

The team went through several kitchen designs and debated the inclusion 
of seating area. The resolution: A long island that accommodates everything 
from homework to dining. The clean-line cabinets in white and dark wood 
respect the home’s classic style while accommodating modern taste. It’s that 
balance of old and new that Lipford loves. “As people walk through, I love it 
when someone asks, ‘Where’s the old and where’s the new?’ Perfect.”

RESouRcES pAgE 116

Left Although all new, details 
in the master suite reflect the 
existing house. For example, 
architect pete Vallas made 
the back wall a bowed-out 
bay similar to the one in the 
dining room. Below A soaking 
tub adds to the spa feel of 
the master bath. Opposite 
colors and patterns reflect 
the home's proximity to the 
water —soothing blues and 
greens and botanical prints.  
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“The master suite is an escape zone for adults.  
The colors are relaxing, and the classic furnishings  

reflect the area’s French and Spanish heritage.”
designer joseph boehm

They Had
An upper-level master 
bedroom that had its 
own fireplace. It shared a 
bathroom, however, with 
the other bedrooms.

They Got
A main-level master 
suite, complete with 
dual closets and a  
luxurious master  
bathroom.

What ...
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entry

entry

3,190 square feet

ARchITEcTURE  pETE VALLAS  
InTERIOR DEsIgn  JoSEph BoEhM    

We live in houses backward nowadays. “Life used to be focused at 
the front of the house—the living room and front porch were the key 
gathering areas,” says architect Pete Vallas. Now we live at the back of our 
houses with decks, kitchens, and family rooms dominating daily life. So 
Vallas opened up the interiors to face the rear rooms and yard and created 
sight lines from the living room to the backyard through those rooms.

The plans, Before & After

before
Tucked in the back of the 
house, the kitchen had 
a great view of the large 
backyard but was cut off 
from the other rooms. 

The core of the upper level 
was a jumble of plumbing 
and closets, one of which 
was a tiny shower room that 
opened to the upstairs hall.

A striking fireplace anchored 
the living room and was a 
key feature worth salvaging.

afTer
Rearranging the upper-level 

core space made room for 
a Jack-and-Jill bath, easily 

accessed from all bedrooms. 

The new kitchen is truly a 
hub. It opens to the new 

family room, covered porch, 
and the original dining room 

and living room.

The bay window in the new 
master suite echoes the bay 

window in the dining room.

master 
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master 
bedroom
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dining

living

bedroom

dining
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Renovator’s Notebooko

Danny Lipford, left, a professional residential builder, knew this house 
was the perfect candidate for renovation. He altered the original floor plan by  
removing the back porch, adding on a main-level master suite, and expanding 
and reorienting the kitchen. By refinishing the heart pine floors, replicating 
damaged trim, and preserving original elements such as the living room fireplace 
surround, he kept the home’s desirable character. Visit bhg.com/renstyle to view 
videos that document the renovation.

The Original Even before the renovation and 
addition, the beautiful home's classic Tudor 
Revival style proudly displayed itself on a nice 
corner lot. 

Living Room Before the built-in storage and 
drop zone were put in the entry area, the living 
room was an awkward space with lots of pink 
paint, much of it already peeling away.

screened porch This porch (visible in the exterior 
photo above, just to the right of the front door) 
was demolished to make room for a new master 
suite. A new porch was built in the rear.

Kitchen Last renovated in the 1950s, the  
galley-style kitchen was closed off from the rest  
of the house. Its deteriorating condition pointed  
to a complete redo.
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